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Presentation Overview

• Key NFIP regulations review
• Study Types and community/engineer's responsibility
• Tennessee H&H review process and requirements
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What makes up a Floodplain?
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NFIP Definitions

• Base Flood: 1% annual-chance flood event
• BFE: Base Flood Elevation
• FIS: Flood Insurance Study
• FIRM: Flood Insurance Rate Map
• CLOMR – Conditional Letter of Map Revision
• LOMR-Letter of Map Revision 
• SFHA: Special Flood Hazard Area
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Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA)

• The area inundated by floodwaters of the Base Flood
• Flood regulations must be enforced and where mandatory purchase of 

flood insurance applies

Risk Zone Description

A Approximate methods, No BFEs or flood depths are shown

AE Detailed methods, with BFEs

AH Shallow Flooding (ponding), 1-3’ depths with BFEs and detailed
methods

AO Shallow Flooding (sheet flow), 1-3’ depths, detailed methods, 
designated 1’, 2’, 3’ depth
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What makes up a Special Flood Hazard 
Area?
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Types of Floodplain Studies
• Detailed Study (AE): the SFHA and 500-yr floodplains are 

defined and BFEs are published.  The 10, 2-, 1- and 0.2% annual-
chance of flood discharges are estimated, and profiles are 
provided in the FIS.  Structure geometry from detailed field 
surveys.  Floodway analysis typically performed.

• Limited Detailed Study (AE): SFHA defined and may have BFEs.  
Profiles and BFEs published in the FIS.  Study parameters may 
vary based on available data, budget, etc.

• Approximate Study (Approximate Zone A): the SFHA is defined 
by no BFEs or flood profiles.
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Detailed and Approximate Study Areas 
• Communities adopt Floodways 

and must regulate development 
there to ensure flood hazards 
are not increased on other 
properties.

• Communities without floodways 
must have a hydraulic model 
created to ensure flood hazards 
aren’t above the 1’ surcharge.
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What is a  Regulatory Floodway?

• 44 CFR §59.1 defines a "Regulatory Floodway" means the channel of a 
river or other watercourse and the adjacent land areas that must be 
reserved in order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively 
increasing the water surface elevation more than a designated height. 

• The floodway is the stream channel and that portion of the adjacent 
floodplain that must remain open to permit passage of the base flood.  
The floodway is a regulatory measure to assist communities with 
protecting the river corridor where flows are most sensitive to 
encroachment.
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What is a floodway?
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Perform Floodway Encroachment 
Analysis

• 44 CFR Section 60.3(d)(3) states that a community 
shall “prohibit encroachments, including fill, new 
construction, substantial improvements, and other 
development within the adopted regulatory floodway 
unless it has been demonstrated through hydrologic 
and hydraulic analyses performed in accordance with 
standard engineering practice that the proposed 
encroachment would not result in any increase in 
flood levels within the community during the 
occurrence of the base flood discharge.” 
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Performing an engineering analysis: 
Zone A and unmapped areas

• 44 CFR 60.3 (c)(10) 

Require until a regulatory floodway is designated, that no new 
construction, substantial improvements, or other development 
(including fill) shall be permitted within Zones A1-30 and AE on the 
community's FIRM, unless it is demonstrated that the cumulative 
effect of the proposed development, when combined with all other 
existing and anticipated development, will not increase the water 
surface elevation of the base flood more than one foot at any point 
within the community.
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Standards for SFHA w/BFE and With 
Floodways Designated
• Encroachments are prohibited, including fill, new 

construction, substantial improvements or other 
development within the adopted regulatory floodway 
unless

• Demonstrated through hydrologic and hydraulic 
analyses performed in accordance with standard 
engineering practice 

• The encroachment shall not result in any increase in 
flood levels or floodway widths during a base flood 
discharge.

• Result: 0.00’ = No-Rise
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Changes in BFE, floodway width 
or base flood discharge

• Increase in base flood elevation(s), change in 
floodway shape, or change in hydrology, provided that 
the applicant first applies for a conditional letter of 
map revision (CLOMR) and floodway revision, fulfills 
the requirements for such revisions as established 
under the provisions of § 65.12, and receives the 
approval of FEMA;  
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44 CFR 65.12 

• § 65.12 Revision of flood insurance rate maps to reflect base 
flood elevations caused by proposed encroachments.

• (a) When a community proposes to permit encroachments upon 
the flood plain when a regulatory floodway has not been 
adopted or to permit encroachments upon an adopted 
regulatory floodway which will cause base flood elevation 
increases in excess of those permitted under paragraphs (c)(10) 
or (d)(3) of § 60.3 of this subchapter, the community shall apply 
to the Federal Insurance Administrator for conditional approval 
of such action prior to permitting the encroachments to occur 
and shall submit the following as part of its application:
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Engineer Responsibilities: No Rise/MT-2

• Need to prove the case is No-Rise through the engineering 
analysis 

• Submit No-Rise case to TEMA for the review

• If the case is not a No-Rise case, then submit CLOMR to FEMA. 
Once the CLOMR is approved by FEMA, then LOMR is required to 
be followed using As-Built within 6 months of project completion 
date 

• If there is significant changes in effective model in order to 
achieve No-Rise, then it could be an option to submit LOMR to 
FEMA to correct those issues first, then submit No-Rise case to 
TEMA
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Zones AE with BFEs but Without Floodways 
Designated

• Require until a regulatory floodway is designated, that no new 
construction, substantial , or other development, including fill 
shall be permitted within Zone AE on the community's FIRM, 
unless it is demonstrated through hydrologic and hydraulic 
analyses performed that the cumulative effect of the proposed 
development, when combined with all other existing and 
anticipated development, will not increase the water surface 
elevation of the base flood more than one (1) foot at any point 
within the community.
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Community/Engineer Responsibility

• A community may permit encroachments within 
Zones AE on the community's FIRM, that would result 
in an increase in the water surface elevation of the 
base flood,

• Any projects that the water surface elevation(s) 
increase(s) more than a foot due to the proposed 
development require a conditional letter of map 
revision (CLOMR), fulfills the requirements for such 
revisions as established under the provisions of §
65.12, and receives the approval of FEMA
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Standards for Streams w/o BFEs and 
Floodways (A Zones)

• No encroachments, including structures or fill material, shall be 
located within an area equal to the width of the stream or twenty 
feet (20), whichever is greater, measured from the top of the 
stream bank

• Engineer demonstrates that the cumulative effect of the 
proposed development, when combined with all other existing 
and anticipated development, will not increase the water surface 
elevation of the base flood more than one (1) foot at any point 
within the community.

• The engineering certification should be supported by technical 
data that conforms to standard hydraulic engineering principles.
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Community/Engineer Responsibility

• A community may permit encroachments within 
Zones A on the community's FIRM, that would result 
in an increase in the water surface elevation, 

• Any projects that the water surface elevation(s) 
increase(s) more than a foot due to the proposed 
development require a conditional letter of map 
revision (CLOMR), fulfills the requirements for such 
revisions as established under the provisions of §
65.12, and receives the approval of FEMA;  
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Standards for Unmapped Streams 

• No encroachments including fill material or other 
development including structures shall be located 
within an area of at least equal to twice the width of 
the stream, measured from the top of each stream 
bank, 

• Engineer demonstrates that the cumulative effect of 
the proposed development, when combined with all 
other existing and anticipated development, will not 
increase the water surface elevation of the base flood 
more than one (1) foot at any point within the locality.
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Community/Engineer Responsibility

• A community may permit encroachments within the 
unmapped stream boundaries within the community, 
that would result in an increase in the water surface 
elevation, 

• A community may update the FEMA flood map using 
the engineering models and may ask engineer to 
submit the LOMR after the project completion;  
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Submittal Requirements 

• Electronic hydraulic models
• Project Narrative
• Topographic Work Map
• Cross-section plots
• Property Survey / Proposed Plans
• No-Rise Certification (if applicable)
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Submittal Requirements: 101
• Be organized
• Properly label hydraulic models
• Write a project narrative so that anyone reading it can 

understand what is being proposed at the site
• Topographic work map should show the vertical tie-ins, 

floodplain, floodway and other natural features of the site
• Cross-Section plots for the existing and propose changes
• Property survey: done by a licensed TN surveyor if applicable
• Determination if a rise occurs or no-rise happens
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Ex. No-Rise requirements

• Project Narrative/Report
• No-Rise Certification
• Certified Topographic work map w/ vertical datum
• Certified Cross section plots 
• Design/Proposed Plan 
• Certified Property Survey if applicable
• Hydraulic models (effective, duplicate effective, corrective effective, 

existing, and proposed)
▫ Engineer will need to create an effective model that duplicates the results in 

the Flood Insurance Study

Projects affecting streams modeled using limited detailed methods shall meet 
the same criteria as detailed streams.
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Hydraulic Models
• Effective Model (From FEMA);
• Duplicate Effective Model (Model you run in your computer);

▫ Ex. HEC-2 to HEC-RAS
• Corrected Effective Model (Non-man-made changes);

▫ Ex. Correcting errors in the model
• Existing Conditions Model (All man-made changes);

▫ Ex. Incorporate new structures, bridges
• Proposed Conditions Model (Based on the proposed/design 

plan);
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Ordering the Effective Model

• Obtain Hydraulic model for Zone A/AE/AE w floodway from FEMA
• Complete the Flood Insurance Data Request Form

• Pay fee 
• Wait 6-8 weeks

https://www.fema.gov/media-
library-data/1575383122073-
5a247c055cafe7048dd26431cb39
9594/Flood_Insurance_Study_(FI
S)_Data_Request_Form_2019.pdf

https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1575383122073-5a247c055cafe7048dd26431cb399594/Flood_Insurance_Study_(FIS)_Data_Request_Form_2019.pdf
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Topographic Work Map

• Certification
• Vertical Datum
• Cross-Sections
• Effective Delineations
• Revised Delineations
• Tie-Ins
• Stream Centerline
• Clearly Labeled Topo
• Scale and north arrow
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Cross-Section Plots

• Existing and Proposed cross-section plots for the 
project site.

• Features, structures, and changes should be labeled. 
• Grid squares or elevations should also be noted on 

the cross-sections.
• Certification
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Additional Consideration

• FLOOD LEVELS as contained in 44 CFR 60.3(d)(3) refers 
to both base flood elevations and the surcharge 
elevations associated with the base flood discharge.

• No-Rise submissions should not increase floodway 
and non- encroachment widths. 
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Projects not requiring a hydraulic 
analysis

• Permanent removal of an existing structure;
• Replacement of a structure within the same footprint, 

as long as there is no new vertical obstruction; (not 
applicable for substantially damaged structure)

• Projects that do not increase existing grade, such as 
driveways;

• Small, isolated obstructions, such as a mailbox, a park 
bench set parallel to flow, or single utility pole;
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Projects not requiring a hydraulic 
analysis, cont’d
• Light-duty fences that will likely 

collapse or not provide 
obstruction in a flood event;

• Development in the conveyance 
shadow of an existing structure;

• Greenway trails placed at grade 
with minimal clearing (not 
including structures).

• Maintenance of existing uses, 
such as bridges, rights-of-way, 
and easements.
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How to review an H&H study

• Completeness of the submittal 
• Check the project scope on the project narrative and cross check against 

proposed plan, topographic workmap, cross-section plots, and the 
models (Ex. Do model geometries match as it is shown on topographic 
workmap?)

• Model Check 
▫ Executable for all submitted models?
▫ Duplicate effective model result match with effective?
▫ Any hydraulic model issues (hydrology change, drawdown, floodway run 

existence, surcharge issues, any other major modeling errors (ex. 
Overtopping)

• Check No-Rise Certification
• Check PE license against the TN license database
• Provide comments or issue an approval letter
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Completeness of the submittal 
• Project Narrative
• Topographic WorkMap
• Executable Hydraulic 

models
• Proposed Plan/Survey 

data
• Cross-section Plans
• No-Rise Certification

▫ Example are shown on 
the left 
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Common Non-Model related problems
• Each Document needs to be certified by Professional 

Engineer/Surveyor
▫ Ex. Topographic Work Map, Cross section Plot, 

Design/Proposed Plan
• Topographic Work Map needs to show proposed floodway
• Topographic Work Map need to show proposed layers tie into the 

effective SFHA layers at the downstream and upstream limit
• Missing Vertical Datum Reference
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Initial Model Checks
• Make sure that the scope of work are correctly captured on the 

submittal.

• Ex. Check model cross-
section geometries 
outside of the project 
site.  

• Ex. Proposed XS 
geometry is not 
captured in the 
hydraulic model. 

• Ex. Is floodway run 
included?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Go over the screenshot for other model check.
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No-Rise Engineering Model 
requirements
• Use the entire effective model (if the model is executable) and no 

truncated model is allowed to be used
• If the effective model is not executable, then a truncated model is 

allowed but need to duplicate the effective water surface elevations
• When the truncated model is used, the model should be extended far 

enough toward the downstream (at least half a mile or more) so the 
boundary condition don’t affect the water surface elevations on the 
project site.

• No-Rise should be obtained not just on the project site but on the 
entire length of the model

• No discharge flow change is allowed from the effective. 
• No profile baseline changes is allowed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If there is new hydrology involve with the project, then CLOMR should be submittedEvery Detailed study stream has profile in the Flood Insurance Study report so if the stream channel configuration change, then CLOMR should be submitted (Ex. Stream restoration project)
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No-Rise review steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain the decision Tree
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Determine No-Rise

• No elevation increase (0.00ft) across all of the 
submitted models (duplicate effective, corrective 
effective, existing, and proposed condition model)

• No floodway increase 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot of times, the requestor claims No-Rise based on the existing and the proposed condition model.
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FEMA LOMR Additional Info request
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FEMA LOMR Potential Violation Letter
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Contact Info

Amy J. Miller, State NFIP Coordinator
Tennessee Emergency Management Agency 
3041 Sidco Drive 
Nashville, TN 37204
Amy.J.Miller@tn.gov

Yong Jung. PE, PMP, CFM

AECOM

1360 Peachtree St NE, #500

Atlanta, GA 30309

YongSun.Jung@aecom.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot of times, the requestor claims No-Rise based on the existing and the proposed condition model.

mailto:Amy.J.Miller@tn.gov
mailto:AYongSun.Jung@aecom.com
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THANK YOU
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